We present a technique which allows determination of spatial modes oscillating at a single frequency. It is Koopman Mode Decomposition (KMD) which is based on spectral analysis of the Koopman operator, an infinite-dimensional linear operator. We performed two algorithms, Fourier-based and Arnoldi-based KMD, on 30-day beam velocities measured by an Horizontal Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (HADCP) on the Hudson River Estuary. The flow is shown to be dominated by semidiurnal tide, supplemented by sub-harmonic (diurnal tide) and harmonics. Harmonic-average profiles (Fourier-based Koopman modes) correspond to a sinusoidal variation at a tidal frequency, whence a precise temporal rate of change. They also quantify the phase lags at different distances from the river bank. Results show that both algorithms provide quite similar phase lags at these dominant tidal modes.
INTRODUCTION
Flows in rivers, estuaries and ocean exhibit phenomena at various scales in both time and space. It is thus of interest to analyze flow structures in spatial modes associated with self-excited frequencies in the flow. There exist a number of techniques to extract oscillatory modes in flows. One of them is harmonic analysis, for example a temporal Discrete Fourier transform of sample data. It models a time signal as the sum of a finite set of harmonics, but requires predetermined frequencies and period sample data. This technique is most useful for analysis of tide height and tidal current 1) . A more recent approach is wavelet analysis. It yields an "instantaneous" estimate or local value for the amplitude and phase of each harmonic. This allows detailed study of non-stationary spatial or time-dependent signal characteristics 2) . Usage of wavelets can be found in turbulence research 3) , or tidal analysis 4, 5) .
Another approach is Koopman Mode Decomposition (KMD). Unlike harmonic averages and wavelet transform in which a time signal at one spatial point is processed, the KMD decomposes a vector of signals at various points into spatial modes oscillating with a single frequency. It is based on projection onto eigenfunctions of a linear operator, called Koopman operator. It provides a powerful way to describe how an observable such as the velocity field evolves in time along a nonlinear flow trajectory. The Koopman operator was first introduced to analyze nonlinear Hamiltonian systems by using linear transformation on Hilbert space 6) . Via spectral analysis of the Koopman operator, single-frequency modes, called Koopman modes, represent highly nonlinear, spatial temporal dynamics 7, 8) . KMD has illustrated different spatial structures associated with the shear layer and the near-wall region in a jet of the crossflow 9) , or the cylinder wake 10) . Nevertheless, there have not been any reports on harmonically-averaged spatial structure in nonlinear tidal flows and the like, notably near-bank (near-coast), boundary layer-type flow.
In previous work to check dominant energetic modes in simulation results 11) , we applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA), or Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) 12) , to velocity fields measured by a Horizontal Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (HADCP) near the bank in a tidal river. However, due to the choice of second-order statistics as a basis for the decomposition, the PCA loses valuable phase information 13) . The purpose of this paper is to identify single-frequency, spatial modes in nonlinear flow dynamics in near-bank regions using KMD on HADCP velocities. We apply two algorithms that approximate Koopman modes directly from data: Fourier-based KMD and Arnoldi-based KMD. The computational results are discussed in terms of fluid mechanics, in particular, phase lag at different distances from the river bank.
ADCP emits two or more sound beams with a known frequency, then measures Doppler frequency shift of echoes from scatterers in water, thus measuring velocity parallel to two or more beams in depth cells or "bins". Assuming that the flow is instantaneously homogeneous in a particular bin of opposing beams, HADCP can obtain the two in-plane velocity components as a weighted sum of beam velocities in that bin. Here, we concentrate on tidal-scale fluctuations, slow enough that this assumption is valid.
METHOD (1) Koopman Mode Decomposition (KMD)
Consider a discrete-time, nonlinear dynamical system ) (
where
is a nonlinear, vector function and n k R x  is the state variable, such as full information about the flow field at a particular time.
The Koopman operator U is a linear operator that acts on scalar functions on n R in the following way: for any scalar function R R  n g :
, U maps g into a new function Ug such that:
(2) Note that U is a linear, infinite-dimensional operator defined on a suitable space of observables (functions), although the dynamical system is nonlinear and finite-dimensional.
The idea of the KMD is to analyze the nonlinear dynamics described by (1) 
and consider a vector-valued observable
. In standard PIV, g would be a two-component velocity field measured in a region of interest and its size p would be the number of measured points times velocity components. Following 9) , if all components of g lie within the span of Koopman eigenfunctions, g can be expanded as a linear combination of these eigenfunctions as follows
is called the j-th Koopman mode (KM) corresponding to the observable g. KMs are spatial fields obtained by projection of the field of the observable onto Koopman eigenfunctions. Using Eq. (2) and (3), time series of g can be represented based on the initial condition x 0 of (1) as:
The constant
. It is shown that observables are decomposed into KMs containing spatial structures whose temporal behavior is characterized by KEs. The phase and the magnitude of KE j  determine the frequency and the growth rate of mode j respectively. Hence, using KMD, we can identify modes based on their frequency content. For a system evolving on an attractor, the growth rate is always zero and the KEs lie on the unit circle 7) . KMs can be calculated by Fourier-based KMD (FKMD) or Arnoldi-based KMD (AKMD). The former applies to dynamics on the attractor (steady state), whereas the latter is applicable to dynamics off attractor (transient state) 9) . With pre-defined frequencies, the FKMD, which for finite-time datasets reduce to discrete Fourier transforms, can be performed 7) . Meanwhile, the AKMD seems able to capture KEs and KMs over a short time sequence of snapshots with large spatial extent 8) . Details of the two methods are now presented.
Define a family of projection operators
with pre-defined frequency )
KEs are on the unit circle,  P is the orthogonal projection operator onto the eigenspace of U at
. The projections of p components g 1 ,…, g p of g on the j-th eigenspace is :
with
. In Eq. (7), the left-hand side are the Fourier transforms of snapshots
, the terms
can be thus calculated easily by harmonic averages. 
Then we obtain:
Comparing (5) and (11) . The number of snapshots is N+1 = 43198, recorded from 2 October 2011 to 31 October 2011, approximately 2 spring-neap cycles, with sampling time t  of 1 minute. A sample dataset of HADCP beam velocities at bin 90 is illustrated in Fig. 2 . These velocities were processed to reduce noise and to avoid aliasing. For anti-aliasing, all frequencies above the Nyquist frequency, half of the sampling frequency, should be removed. At the same time, tidal frequencies and their higher harmonics should be as undisturbed as possible. 14) with a cutoff frequency of 1 hour.
To compute KMs using FKMD, frequencies need to be predetermined. Fig. 4 shows PCA time coefficients in mode 1 (97.8% of variance) and mode 2 (1.7% of variance), and their corresponding power spectra. At a given order of truncation, PCA I_207 optimally captures the variance of vector-valued data 11) . By Fourier analysis of dominant PCA temporal coefficients, we found peak frequencies. The strongest peak is at f = 2.237x10 -5 Hz, near the principal lunar semidiurnal tidal frequency (period, 12.42 hours). Weaker peaks appear at 1.157x10 -5 Hz and 4.474x10 -5 Hz). The peak phase in both modes is at distance y = 5 m. Also, the phase lags are quantified at different distance from the HADCP location. For example, between y = 5 m and y = 110 m, the phase lags of the normal velocity V y is found to be about 1 hour in the semidiurnal mode, 2 hours in the diurnal mode, and 3 hours in the quarter-diurnal mode. Clearly, the phase lags depends on the oscillation mode. At lower frequency mode, the oscillatory flow is more dominated by viscous effect. Hence, the order of the phase lags become quarter-diurnal > semidiurnal > diurnal. Besides, due to the friction of the bank and the bottom, the near-bank velocities are smaller than those far from the bank, while the streamwise gradient of piezometric is independent of bank distance from the bank. Therefore, the velocities near the bank, where lower horizontal fluid momentum can be more quickly overcome by the pressure gradient, is in earlier phase than those far from the bank.
Next we use AKMD to calculate KMs and KEs. Fig. 6(a) shows that nearly all of the KEs are on the unit circle, i.e. the low-pass filtered dataset lies approximately on an attracting steady state; this justifies the preceding application of FKMD. The temporal angular frequency i  satisfies
where t  is the sampling time. largest norm and zero imaginary part of j  is the nearly-hidden pink point on the real axis; this zero-frequency mode captures steady flow structure. In Fig. 6(c-d) , the magnitude of the other (periodic) KMs at each period is shown. It is found that two modes shown in purple color in Fig. 6(b) have large norm of about 16, but small growth rate. Let us focus on dominant modes that have large norms with growth rate of almost unity. As a result, the mode that has large norm j υ = 6.541 and growth rate j  =1 is identified to be at period of 0.525 days, or frequency of 2.2x10 -5 Hz. KMs at period of 0.955 days and 0.26 days, which are close to diurnal and quarter-diurnal frequencies, are also found. These modes have growth rates with almost unity, so they describe steady-state dynamics. Fig. 7 shows their spatial structure, magnitude and phase. The phase lags seems to be similar to those obtained by FKMD, except the phase lag of diurnal mode shown in Fig.7(d) and the magnitude of V x in the quarter-diurnal mode shown in Fig.7(e) . It might be because that the frequencies computed from AKMD do not completely match those used to perform FKMD. Besides, the norm in diurnal mode and quarter-diurnal mode are much smaller than that in
semidiurnal mode. In the literature, comparison between two algorithms was made when KMD was applied to analyze short-term swing dynamics in multi-machine power systems 15) . It is speculated that when dataset have a large number of snapshots and a small number of spatial points, FKMD gives better accuracy than AKMD 15) . In our case, the number of snapshots is large, and modes at dominant tidal frequencies are steady, FKMD might be thus a suitable approach. However, AKMD yields more information that allows the complete reconstruction of nonlinear flow by summing all of the modes.
CONCLUSION
We performed Koopman mode decomposition on 30-day velocities measured by a Horizontal Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (HADCP) near the tidal river bank. In this paper, only tidal-scale fluctuations are focused. Fourier analysis shows that the flow is dominated by semidiurnal constituent, followed by sub-harmonics (diurnal) and harmonics.
To compute KMs, we used two algorithms: Fourier-based KMD (FKMD) and Arnoldi-based KMD (AKMD). FKMD is available for the modes whose dynamics are at a steady state. More generally, AKMD provides modes on both the steady and transient states which correspond to zero-frequency flow and harmonics modes. Results show that Koopman modes can firstly uncover traditionally-unknown phase lag information from measured data of river flows. Both FKMD and AKMD produce rather similar phase lags, which was not available by the PCA, at dominant tidal frequencies. Near-bank horizontal velocities are found to be in earlier phase than those far from the bank due to the friction. Such lags also occur in flows through the depth. The flow close to the bed is in earlier phase than the upper layers 16) . In classical Stokes solution to an oscillating boundary layer over a flat plate, with the assumption of spatially constant eddy viscosity and without additional forcing, the phase in velocity is derived as a function of vertical distance, frequency and eddy viscosity. However, the eddy viscosity is not constant in time with intermittent bursting behavior 16) . Spikes that are filtered out by the one-hour low-pass smoothing in Fig.3 suggest that bursting is in fact significant. In future, we will study if at any given frequency eddy viscosity is spatially constant at least over the range of the HADCP. Then, the observed phase lag will be used to develop the boundary layer model.
